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Abstract
We prove a semigroup analogue of the Kadison Transitivity Theorem for C∗-algebras. Specifically, we
show that a closed, homogeneous, self-adjoint, topologically transitive, semigroup of operators acting on a
separable Hilbert space is (strictly) transitive if the semigroup contains a non-zero compact operator. Addi-
tional structural information about such semigroups is obtained, and examples are provided to demonstrate
that the theorem is the best possible in the semigroup case.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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In 1957, Kadison [2] showed that a closed, self-adjoint algebra of operators S which acts topo-
logically transitively on a Hilbert space is actually transitive. We consider the analogous problem
with most of the linear structure of S removed: if a multiplicative semigroup S of bounded oper-
ators acting on a Hilbert space is closed, homogeneous, self-adjoint and topologically transitive,
is S transitive?
We shall adopt standard notation and let H denote a complex, separable, infinite-dimensional
Hilbert space. Let B(H) denote the C∗-algebra of all bounded operators on H , and let K(H)
denote the ideal of all compact operators in B(H).
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property for addition is assumed, and we shall assume only that S is closed under multiplication
by non-negative real scalars. We shall call such objects C∗-semigroups, and the precise definition
follows.
Definition 1. A C∗-semigroup is a subset S of B(H) which has the following properties:
(1) S is closed under multiplication: that is, if S and T are in S , then ST is in S ;
(2) S is closed in the norm topology of B(H);
(3) S is homogeneous: that is, if S is in S and r ∈ R+ = [0,∞) is a non-negative real number,
then rS is in S ;
(4) S is self-adjoint: that is, if S is in S , then S∗ is in S .
We wish to investigate the question of whether topologically transitive C∗-semigroups are
transitive. A subset T of B(H) is transitive if for any two vectors x and y in H with x = 0, there
exists T in T such that T x = y (or equivalently, for each non-zero x in H , T x = H ). A subset T
of B(H) is topologically transitive if for any two vectors x and y in H with x = 0, there exists a
sequence Tn in T such that Tnx converges to y (or equivalently, T x is dense in H ).
In the case where a C∗-semigroup acts on a finite-dimensional space, topological transitiv-
ity does imply transitivity. This is shown in [3] and as with algebras, the hypothesis of self-
adjointness of the semigroup is not required in finite dimensions.
We consider the case where our C∗-semigroup contains a non-zero compact operator, and
establish a Kadison Transitivity Theorem in this setting. Next, using this transitivity theorem, we
are able to extract additional structural information about C∗-semigroups containing non-trivial
compact operators. For example, we show that the minimal non-zero rank in a given topolog-
ically transitive C∗-semigroup is either one or two. Using this, we show that every transitive
C∗-semigroup either contains all rank one operators (if the minimal non-zero rank is one), or—up
to unitary equivalence—contains a certain minimal transitive C∗-semigroup SH = {(αiβjUiVj )}
where αi , βj are appropriate non-negative scalars and Ui , Vj lie in the group UH of unitary
quaternions (see Example 7, Proposition 13 and Theorem 16). UH is exactly the group SU2(C)
of all unitary 2 × 2 matrices with determinant 1.
Finally, we look at the limits of our transitivity theorem and construct a number of examples
with the goal of showing that the theorem is best possible. These examples will show that if our
topologically transitive semigroup lacks any of the properties mentioned in the hypotheses (being
norm-closed, being homogeneous, being self-adjoint, or having non-zero intersection with the set
of compact operators) then the semigroup need not be transitive. We close with an open question
regarding the non-homogeneous case.
1. A Kadison Transitivity Theorem for C∗-semigroups
In this section we shall assume that our C∗-semigroup S contains non-zero compact opera-
tors.
Suppose K = 0 is a compact operator in a C∗-semigroup S . While we may not have access
to all of the spectral projections of K∗K , as we would in a C∗-algebra, we do have access to the
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(
1
‖K∗K‖K
∗K
)n
converges in norm, as n → ∞, to this non-zero projection P in S . By the compactness of K ,
P must be of finite rank. Let
ρ = min{rank(P ): 0 = P 2 = P ∗ = P ∈ S}.
The same argument (and lower semicontinuity of rank) shows that if a C∗-semigroup S con-
tains a non-zero operator of finite rank r then it contains a non-zero projection of rank at most r .
We summarize this as our first lemma.
Lemma 1. If a C∗-semigroup S in B(H) contains a non-zero compact operator then it contains
(some) non-zero operators of finite rank including a projection of the smallest non-zero rank
present.
Lemma 2. If S is a topologically transitive C∗-semigroup in B(H) and P is a projection of finite
rank in S , then the semigroup PSP is transitive on PH .
Proof. The semigroup is closed, homogeneous and topologically transitive on a finite-dimen-
sional space, so the lemma follows from Theorem 6 of [3]. 
Let Pρ be a projection of minimal rank ρ in S and consider the semigroup ideal SPρS .
This semigroup is also topologically transitive. (Lemma 4 of [3] shows that non-trivial ideals
of topologically transitive semigroups are topologically transitive, and although the proof given
there is for semigroups acting on finite-dimensional spaces, the same proof is valid in infinite-
dimensions.) If we can show this semigroup ideal is transitive we will have our analogue of the
Kadison Transitivity Theorem. We begin with the following structure theorem.
Theorem 3. Let Pρ be a projection of minimal rank ρ in a topologically transitive C∗-semi-
group S . Consider the decomposition H = PρH ⊕ (I − Pρ)H .
(1) There is a closed group Uρ of unitaries in Mρ(C) such that
PρSPρ |PρH = R+Uρ.
(2) If [ tU 0
T 0
] ∈ S for some t  0, then T ∗T ∈ R+Iρ (in other words, T is a multiple of an
isometry).
(3) Every Z ∈ SPρ can be factored within SPρ as
Z =
[
zIρ 0
Z3 0
][
U 0
0 0
]
,
where U ∈ Uρ and z 0.
(4) If [ rIρ 0
R 0
]
,
[
tIρ 0
T 0
] ∈ S for some r, t  0, then (rt)Iρ + T ∗R ∈ R+Uρ .
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sition H = PρH ⊕ (I − Pρ)H . Since PρSPρ is a C∗-subsemigroup of S and all of its non-zero
elements have minimal rank, it follows that PρSPρ |PρH is a C∗-semigroup of multiples of uni-
taries in Mρ(C) (otherwise we could do as we did with K above and contradict the minimality
of rank). PρSPρ |PρH is topologically transitive because SPρH is dense in H . By Lemma 2,
PρSPρ |PρH is transitive.
Let Uρ be the set of unitaries in PρSPρ |PρH . Clearly Uρ is a closed self-adjoint semigroup of
unitaries, Hence it is a closed group, and
PρSPρ |PρH = R+Uρ
follows from the definition.
Every element Z of SPρ satisfies the equation Z = ZPρ , and therefore has the form[
zU 0
T 0
]
with z ∈ R+ and U ∈ Uρ . In particular [
U 0
0 0
]
∈ S
and
Z =
[
zU 0
T 0
][
U∗ 0
0 0
][
U 0
0 0
]
=
[
zIρ 0
T U∗ 0
][
U 0
0 0
]
,
which gives a required factorization.
On the other hand z2Iρ + T ∗T is the north-west block of Z∗Z and consequently must be a
non-negative multiple of a unitary, which in view of the fact that z2Iρ + T ∗T is a non-negative
operator on Cρ implies that z2Iρ + T ∗T is a scalar multiple of the identity. Thus T ∗T ∈ R+Iρ .
If [
rI 0
R 0
]
,
[
tI 0
T 0
]
∈ S
for some r, t  0, then [
(rt)Iρ +R∗T 0
0 0
]
=
[
rI 0
R 0
]∗ [
tI 0
T 0
]
∈ S
so that (rt)Iρ +R∗T ∈ R+Uρ . 
We need the following lemma, which is a generalization of problem 20 in [4].
We refer the reader to pages 11 to 21 of [1] for the basic facts about the trace, trace-class and
Hilbert–Schmidt operators which will be used below.
Let tr(A) denote the trace of a trace-class operator A in B(H) and let 	(z) denote the real
part of a complex number z.
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which satisfy:
(1) rank(Qn) = r for n = 1,2, . . . ,
(2) for all ε > 0, there exists N ∈ N such that tr(QmQn) > r − ε when n,mN .
Then Qn converges to a projection Q (of rank r) in Hilbert–Schmidt norm (and hence in operator
norm).
Proof. Consider the Hilbert–Schmidt norm of Qn −Qm:
‖Qn −Qm‖2HS = tr
(
(Qn −Qm)∗(Qn −Qm)
)
= tr(Q∗nQn)− 2	(tr(Q∗mQn))+ tr(Q∗mQm)
= tr(Qn)− 2 tr(QmQn)+ tr(Qm)
= 2(r − tr(QmQn)).
It is clear that our hypotheses imply that {Qn}∞n=1 is a Cauchy sequence in Hilbert–Schmidt
norm, which dominates the operator norm. Hence {Qn}∞n=1 converges in norm, and the norm
limit of a convergent sequence of projections of rank r is itself a rank r projection. 
Theorem 5. If S is a topologically transitive C∗-semigroup in B(H) with minimal (non-zero)
rank ρ ∈ N, then there exist (orthogonal) projections {Pi}∞i=1 in S such that
(1) the rank of each Pi is ρ,
(2) if i = j then PiPj = 0, and
(3) {PiH : i = 1,2, . . .} spans H .
Proof. Let P1 be a projection of minimal rank in S .
Consider two unit vectors x and y with x in the range of P1 and y in the kernel of P1. By
topological transitivity there exists a sequence of operators {Sn}∞n=1 in S such that Snx converges
to y, so that SnP1x also converges to y. As a block matrix with respect to the decomposition
H = P1H ⊕ (I − P1)H , we may write
SnP1 =
[
rnUn 0
Yn 0
]
,
where (by Theorem 3) {rn} is a sequence in R+ converging to 0 and {Un} is a sequence of
unitaries in the closed group Uρ associated with P1.
Consideration of (SnP1)∗(SnP1) and Theorem 3 shows that we must have Y ∗n Yn = βnIρ where
βn is a sequence of real scalars converging to 1. Hence ‖SnP1‖ converges to 1 and by replacing Sn
by 1‖SnP1‖Sn, we still have that
1
‖SnP1‖SnP1x converges to y. As such, with no loss of generality,
we may assume that each SnP1 is a partial isometry.
Now for n and m in N, consider
Xm,n = (SmP1)∗SnP1 =
[
rmrnU
∗
mUn + Y ∗mYn 0
0 0
]
.
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Clearly this multiple is less than or equal to 1.
On the other hand, letting N2 to be directed by the relation
(m,n) (k, l) ⇐⇒ m k, n l,
we have that
〈Xm,nx,x〉 = 〈SnP1x, SmP1x〉
is a net approaching 〈y,y〉 = 1. Thus, when n and m are large, Xm,n is almost unitary (again,
when restricted to P1H ). Next, consider
X∗m,nXm,n =
[
Y ∗n YmY ∗mYn +Em,n 0
0 0
]
,
where Em,n is a net of operators which converges to 0. It follows that Y ∗n YmY ∗mYn approaches Iρ .
Thus, given ε > 0, there exists N such that when n,mN , tr(Y ∗n YmY ∗mYn) > ρ − .
Now consider
Qn = (SnP1)(SnP1)∗ =
[
r2nIρ rnUnY
∗
n
rnYnU
∗
n YnY
∗
n
]
.
For each n ∈ N, SnP1 is a partial isometry. Thus Qn is a projection (of minimal rank), and
Qn =
[
0 0
0 YnY ∗n
]
+n
where each n is an operator of rank at most 2ρ such that ‖n‖ → 0 as n approaches infinity.
Choose N1 in N such that ‖n‖ < 1 when nN1. Then
QmQn =
[
0 0
0 YmY ∗mYnY ∗n
]
+m,n
where m,n is an operator of rank at most 2ρ such that ‖m,n‖ approaches 0. Thus, given ε > 0,
there exists an N2 for which n,mN2 implies that
tr(QmQn) tr
(
YmY
∗
mYnY
∗
n
)− ε
2
.
But tr(YmY ∗mYnY ∗n ) = tr(Y ∗n YmY ∗mYn) and, by the above computation with Xn,m, there exists
N3 ∈ N such that
tr
(
Y ∗n YmY ∗mYn
)
> ρ − ε
2
.
Set N = max{N1,N2,N3}. Then when n,mN ,
tr(QmQn) > ρ − ε.
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tion P2 in S , and clearly P1P2 = 0.
We can inductively construct Pk,Pk+1, . . . by repeating this argument, but at each stage choos-
ing y in the kernel of P1,P2, . . . ,Pk to obtain the desired sequence. 
We have seen that we can decompose H =⊕∞i=1 Hi where each Hi has dimension ρ, and the
orthogonal projection onto each Hi is in S . Let us refer to such a decomposition as a minimal
block decomposition of H relative to S . An operator S in S then admits a block matrix decom-
position [Si,j ]∞i,j=1 where each Si,j is a multiple of an ρ × ρ unitary matrix. This follows easily
from Lemma 1 via the fact that PiSPj ∈ S and has rank at most ρ.
We are now ready to prove one of our main results, a Kadison Transitivity Theorem for self-
adjoint, homogeneous, closed semigroups.
Theorem 6 (A Kadison Transitivity Theorem for C∗-semigroups). If S in B(H) is a topologically
transitive C∗-semigroup which contains a non-zero compact operator, then S is transitive.
Proof. Let x and y be vectors in H with ‖x‖ = 1. To prove the theorem, it suffices to construct
S in S such that Sx = y. If y = 0, then 0 ∈ S will accomplish this. Therefore we restrict our
attention to the case where y = 0.
By Theorem 5, {PiH : i = 1,2, . . .} spans H , and therefore there exists Pi such that Pix = 0.
With no loss of generality we may assume that P1x = 0. Then by topological transitivity, there
exist {Sk}∞k=1 in S such that (SkP1)x → y as k → ∞.
With respect to the block decomposition mentioned above,
SkP1 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
r
(k)
1 U
(k)
1 0 · · · 0
r
(k)
2 U
(k)
2 0 · · · 0
r
(k)
3 U
(k)
3 0 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
where for each i = 1,2, . . . , {r(k)i }∞k=1 is a sequence of non-negative real numbers and {U(k)i }∞k=1
is a sequence of ρ × ρ unitary matrices.
Note that
‖SkP1x‖2 =
∞∑
i=1
(
r
(k)
i
)2∥∥U(k)i x∥∥2 =
∞∑
i=1
(
r
(k)
i
)2
and
‖SkP1‖2HS =
∞∑
i=1
(
r
(k)
i
)2∥∥U(k)i ∥∥2HS =
∞∑
i=1
(
r
(k)
i
)2
rS
so that SkP1 is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator for each k  1.
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for each i  1, we can find a convergent subsequence of {U(k)i }∞k=1. By passing to subsequences,
we may assume without loss of generality that for each i = 1,2, . . . ,
lim
k→∞ r
(k)
i = ri = ‖Piy‖ and lim
k→∞U
(k)
i = Ui.
We have that
∑∞
i=1 r2i = ‖y‖2. Thus, if we define the operator S as the block matrix with
riUi in the ith entry of the first column and zeroes elsewhere, we have that Sx = y and ‖S‖2HS =∑∞
i=1 r2i rS = ‖y‖2rS . Thus S is also a Hilbert–Schmidt operator.
The theorem will be proven if we can show that S is in S . We shall do this by demonstrating
that SkP1 converges to S in the Hilbert–Schmidt norm.
We know that SkP1x converges to y in norm, and since ‖SkP1‖HS = √rS‖SkP1x‖, it follows
that ‖SkP1‖HS converges to √rS‖y‖, which equals ‖S‖HS.
Recalling that r(k)i U
(k)
i converges to riUi in norm for every i, is easy to see that〈SkP1,F 〉HS → 〈S,F 〉HS for any operator F having only finitely many non-zero block-entries
with respect to our decomposition. Since SkP1 is a bounded sequence it follows that SkP1 con-
verges to S weakly in the Hilbert space of Hilbert–Schmidt operators on H .
In Hilbert spaces ‖vn‖ → ‖v‖ coupled with weak convergence of vn to v is equivalent to norm
convergence. Hence SkP1 converges to S with respect to the Hilbert–Schmidt norm.
Thus S is a limit in the Hilbert–Schmidt norm of elements of S and a fortiori it is the operator
norm limit of those same elements. Since S is closed, it follows that S ∈ S and therefore that S
is transitive. 
2. Structure of topologically transitive C∗-semigroups
We can obtain more structural information about topologically transitive C∗-semigroups, but
first let us look at a few examples.
Of course, any topologically transitive C∗-algebra is such an example, but if we remove the
additive structure there are still examples. The simplest of these is the semigroup of rank one
operators on a Hilbert space H :
R1 =
{
S ∈ B(H): rank(S) 1}.
Another example with similar structure is the following.
Example 7. Let
H =
{[
α −β
β α
]
: α,β ∈ C
}
denote the set of quaternions as a subset of M2(C). Then H is a real algebra. Let UH de-
note the unitary matrices in H. These are just the matrices of the above type in H for which
|α|2 + |β|2 = 1. It is easy to check that UH = SU2(C). Consider the Hilbert space H =⊕∞i=1 C2
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SH =
{[
uivjUiV
∗
j
]∞
i,j=1: ui, vj ∈ [0,∞), Ui,Vj ∈ UH,
∞∑
i=1
|ui |2 < ∞,
∞∑
j=1
|vj |2 < ∞
}
.
It is relatively straightforward to verify that SH is a transitive C∗-semigroup, and that all non-zero
elements of SH have rank two.
What minimal non-zero ranks are possible in a topologically transitive C∗-semigroup S?
What does the ideal of elements of S of minimal non-zero rank (together with 0) look like? Is
it possible that the two examples above, where the minimal ranks are one and two, are the only
possibilities? In what follows, we consider this question.
Lemma 8. Let S be a (topologically) transitive C∗-semigroup in B(H), and let [ri]∞i=1 be a
square-summable sequence of positive numbers. Then there exists a unitary operator X ∈ B(H)
and an operator T ∈ X−1SX such that Ti,1 = riIρ for all i with respect to our block matrix
decomposition.
Proof. Choose y ∈ H with ‖Piy‖ = ri for all i. Theorem 6 implies that S is transitive, and so
there exists S ∈ S such that Se1 = y. In particular, Si,1 is ri times a unitary. Post-multiplying by
the element of S that has the inverse of S1,1 in the (1,1) position and zeros in the other entries,
we may, with no loss of generality, assume that S1,1 = I .
Let X be the block-diagonal unitary matrix [Xi,j ] defined by
Xi,i =
{
I if i = 1,
1
‖Si,1‖Si,1 otherwise
then T = X−1SX has the required form. 
Let Si,j = {Si,j : S = [Si,j ] ∈ S}.
For a ρ × ρ matrix A, let Zi,j (A) be the operator in B(H) with A in the (i, j)th entry and all
other entries 0. By Lemma 8, Zi,j (Iρ) is in S if either i = 1 or j = 1.
Theorem 9. If S is a (topologically) transitive C∗-semigroup which contains a non-zero compact
operator, then there exists a unitary group Uρ in Mρ(C) such that R+Uρ acts transitively on Cρ
and Si,j = R+Uρ for i, j = 1,2, . . . .
Proof. By Theorem 3, there exists a unitary group Uρ in Mρ(C) such that R+Uρ acts transitively
on Cρ and R+Uρ = S1,1. By consideration of certain products of elements S we show that all
other block entries Si,j also equal R+Uρ .
Note that for S ∈ S ,
Z1,j (Iρ)Zj,j (Sj,j ) =Z1,j (Sj,j )
so Sj,j ⊆ S1,j . Also,
Zj,1(Iρ)Z1,j (S1,j ) =Zj,j (S1,j )
so S1,j ⊆ Sj,j . Therefore S1,j = Sj,j .
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Zj,1(Iρ)Z1,1(S1,1) =Zj,1(S1,1)
so S1,1 ⊆ Sj,1. Also,
Z1,j (Iρ)Zj,1(Sj,1) =Z1,1(Sj,1)
so Sj,1 ⊆ S1,1. Therefore Sj,1 = S1,1.
Now S1,1 and Sj,j are self-adjoint and hence, so are Sj,1 and S1,j . Self-adjointness of S gives
us that S∗j,1 = S1,j . Putting it all together, we get that
S1,1 = Sj,j = S1,j = Sj,1
for all j = 1,2, . . . .
To handle the remaining Si,j , consider
Zi,j (Si,j )Zj,1(Iρ) =Zi,1(Si,j )
so Si,j ⊆ Si,1 and
Zi,1(Si,1)Z1,j (Iρ) =Zi,j (Si,1)
so Si,1 ⊆ Si,j . Thus S1,1 = Si,1 = Si,j for all i, j = 1,2, . . . . 
What properties must this unitary group Uρ in Mρ(C) have? By Lemma 8, after applying
unitary similarity the operator
J =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
I 0 . . .
r2I 0 . . .
r3I 0 . . .
...
...
...
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
can be assumed to be in S , where rn = 1/(n − 1) if n 2. For the remainder of the section we
shall assume that the similarity has been applied and that J ∈ S . If
S =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
U 0 . . .
V 0 . . .
0 0 . . .
...
...
...
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
is also in S , then J ∗S is in S and so U +V is in R+Uρ . Thus we see that a form of weak linearity
is forced upon Uρ . While weak, this linearity severely restricts the possibilities for Uρ .
Some notation: given xi in Cρ with
∑‖xi‖2 < ∞, let x = [x1,x2, . . .]T denote the vector in
H such that, with respect to our decomposition H =⊕ni=1 Hi , Pix = xi .
The weak linearity will be most usefully expressed in the following form.
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pact operator. Then, with respect to the above decomposition, for each unit vector y in Cρ there
exists Ry in Uρ with the following properties:
(1) the first column of Ry is y;
(2)
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
I 0 . . .
Ry 0 . . .
0 0 . . .
...
...
...
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ S;
(3) I +Ry is in R+Uρ ;
(4) Ry satisfies a quadratic equation of the form R2y − λRy + I = 0 for some real scalar λ.
Proof. By Theorem 6 our semigroup S is transitive, and so for any unit vector y in Cρ there
exists S in S such that S[e1,0,0,0, . . .]T = [e1,y,0,0, . . .]T . So
SP1 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
U 0 . . .
V 0 . . .
0 0 . . .
...
...
...
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
where U and V are unitaries in Uρ with the first column of U being e1 and the first column
of V being y. Since e1 is an eigenvector of U with corresponding eigenvalue 1, and hence also
an eigenvector of U∗ with respect to the same eigenvalue, VU∗e1 = y. By postmultiplying by
Z1,1(U∗) ∈ S , we obtain that for any unit vector y, there exists a unitary Ry = VU∗ in Uρ whose
first column is y and such that
W =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
I 0 . . .
Ry 0 . . .
0 0 . . .
...
...
...
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
is in S .
For such a Ry, J ∗W ∈ P1SP1 and therefore I +Ry must also be in R+Uρ , and so the spectrum
of Ry must lie both on a circle of radius one, centered at zero, and on some circle (possibly a
degenerate circle of radius 0, i.e. a point) centered at −1. This implies that Ry is either ±I , or the
spectrum of Ry consists of just two conjugate eigenvalues. In either case Ry satisfies a quadratic
equation of the form R2y − λRy + I = 0 for some real scalar λ. 
Observation 11. If a unitary U satisfies an equation of the form U2 − λU + I = 0, and
〈Ux,x〉 = 0 for some non-zero x, then λ = 0 and consequently
U = −U∗.
Theorem 12. If S is a (topologically) transitive C∗-semigroup which contains a non-zero com-
pact operator, then the minimal rank of non-zero elements in S is either one or two.
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Consider the possible entries of Re2 from Lemma 10. The first column of Re2 is (by defin-
ition) e2, and by Observation 11 the second column of Re2 must be −e1. Making a change of
orthonormal basis to replace e3 with an eigenvector of Re2 (which we shall henceforth refer to
as e3), we have that Re2 has the following form:
Re2 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 α
0 0 . . .
0 0 . . .
0 0 . . .
0 0 0
0 0 0
...
...
...
∗ ∗ . . .
∗ ∗ . . .
...
...
. . .
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
where α ∈ {−i, i}, and ∗ denotes an entry whose value is unknown.
Next, consider the possible entries of Re3 . The first column of Re3 is (by definition) e3, and by
Observation 11 the third column of Re2 must be −e1. It follows that Re3 has the following form:
Re3 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 −1
0 β 0
1 0 0
0 0 . . .
∗ ∗ . . .
0 0 . . .
0 ∗ 0
0 ∗ 0
...
...
...
∗ ∗ . . .
∗ ∗ . . .
...
...
. . .
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
where β is a complex scalar of modulus at most 1, and again ∗ denotes an entry whose value is
unknown.
We now arrive at our contradiction by considering
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
I 0 . . .
Re2 0 . . .
0 0 . . .
...
...
...
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
∗⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
I 0 . . .
Re3 0 . . .
0 0 . . .
...
...
...
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
The (1,1) block matrix entry of this product is I + R∗e2Re3 . Both Re2 and Re3 are unitaries inUρ and hence so is R∗e2Re3 . By spectral considerations as above we are led to the conclusion that
R∗e2Re3 must satisfy a quadratic of the form presented above, but doing the matrix multiplication
we obtain that
R∗e2Re3 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 β 0
0 0 1
α 0 0
∗ ∗ . . .
0 0 . . .
0 0 . . .
0 ∗ 0
0 ∗ 0
...
...
...
∗ ∗ . . .
∗ ∗ . . .
...
...
. . .
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
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This is a contradiction. 
Proposition 13. Let S be a (topologically) transitive C∗-semigroup, and suppose that S contains
an operator of rank one. Then S contains the setR1 of all operators of rank zero or one in B(H).
Furthermore, R1 is itself a transitive C∗-semigroup.
Proof. By the Transitivity Theorem (Theorem 6), S is transitive. By Lemma 1, there exists a
projection P1 of rank one in S . Choose e1 ∈ P1H . Let x,y = 0 in H . Since S is transitive, we can
find S ∈ S such that Sx = e1. Next, find T ∈ S so that T e1 = y. Then S1 = P1S, T1 = T P1 ∈ S
are rank one operators and T1S1x = y. From this it easily follows that S contains all rank one
operators. Since S is a C∗-semigroup, it also contains the zero operator.
That R1 is a transitive C∗-semigroup is a routine calculation. 
Thus when the minimal rank of a topologically transitive C∗-semigroup is one, it is trivial
that the group of unitaries Uρ consists of all unitaries (which in this case are just the scalars of
modulus one). When the minimal rank is two, the situation is just slightly more complicated.
As we saw in Example 7, the C∗-semigroup
SH =
{[
uivjUiV
∗
j
]∞
i,j=1: ui, vj ∈ [0,∞), Ui,Vj ∈ UH,
∞∑
i=1
|ui |2 < ∞,
∞∑
j=1
|vj |2 < ∞
}
is a transitive C∗-semigroup of constant rank 2 (except for the zero element).
Theorem 14. If S is a (topologically) transitive C∗-semigroup which contains a non-zero com-
pact operator, and if the minimal rank of non-zero elements in S is two, then UH ⊆ Uρ . Thus TUρ
consists of the entire unitary group U2(C) in M2(C), where T = {z ∈ C: |z| = 1}.
Proof. By Lemma 10, given a unit vector x = [ xy ] in C2, there exists Rx in Uρ such that
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
I 0 . . .
Rx 0 . . .
0 0 . . .
...
...
...
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
is in S . Obviously Rx must have the form
Rx =
[
x γ y
y −γ x
]
for some γ of modulus one. From Lemma 10, I + Rx is a multiple of a unitary and hence has
orthogonal columns
I +Rx =
[
1 + x γ y
y 1 − γ x
]
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and so
Vx =
[
x −y
y x
]
is in Uρ whenever y = 0. However, Uρ is closed so this holds even if y = 0. Thus Uρ contains UH.
Since the quaternion group UH coincides with the unitary group SU2(C) of 2 × 2 complex
matrices with determinant equal to 1, it easily follows that U2(C) ⊆ TUρ . 
Since UH = SU2(C), every unitary matrix W in M2(C) can be written as γA, with A ∈ UH
and γ ∈ T.
Given a (topologically) transitive C∗-semigroup S such that the minimal rank of non-zero
elements in S is two, Theorem 14 dictates that Uρ ⊇ UH, and therefore γ I ∈ Uρ whenever γA ∈
Uρ for some A ∈ UH.
Let G = {γ : γ I ∈ Uρ}. Then G is a closed subgroup of T and so it must either be all of T or
the finite group of the mth roots of unity for some m. Clearly Uρ = GUH.
Furthermore, given any closed subgroup K of T, consider the semigroup SK which is con-
structed just as SH (of Example 7) was, except that UH is replaced by KUH in the construction.
Then SK is a transitive C∗-semigroup where every non-zero element has rank two, and
(SK)i,j = R+KUH
for all i, j .
In summary, we have demonstrated the following:
Theorem 15. A group U of unitaries in M2(C) appears as Uρ for some (topologically) transitive
C∗-semigroup S with the minimal rank of non-zero elements equal to two if and only if either
U = U2(C) or U = G UH where G is the group of mth roots of unity for some m ∈ N.
The next result shows that the semigroup SH of Example 7 is, up to unitary equivalence, the
unique minimal topologically transitive C∗-semigroup for which the minimal rank of non-zero
members is two.
Theorem 16. The semigroup SH is, up to unitary equivalence, contained in any (topologically)
transitive C∗-semigroup for which the minimal rank of non-zero members is two.
Proof. We need to show that if S is any (topologically) transitive C∗-semigroup for which
min{rankS: 0 = S ∈ S} = 2, then there exists a unitary operator U ∈ B(H) so that SH ⊆ U∗SU .
The unitary operator in question is simply the operator required to ensure that J ∈ S , where
J is the operator mentioned in the comments following Theorem 9. Let us therefore show that if
S is a topologically transitive C∗-semigroup that contains J , then S contains SH.
By Theorem 6, S is in fact transitive. By Theorems 14 and 9, S contains PiSHPj for all
i, j  1. Let {e2k−1, e2k} be an orthonormal basis for PkH , so that {ek}∞k=1 is an orthonormal
basis for H .
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⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
K1 0 0 . . .
K2 0 0 . . .
K3 0 0 . . .
... 0 0 . . .
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
where
(i) Kn =
(
αn −βn
βn αn
) ∈ H;
(ii) {α1αn,β1βn} is linearly independent over R.
(iii) ∑∞n=1(|αn|2 + |βn|2) < ∞.
Since S is self-adjoint and closed, it follows from this that SH ⊆ S .
Step One. For arbitrary choices of xn > 0 with
∑∞
n=1 x2n < ∞,
X =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x1I2 0 . . .
x2I2 0 . . .
x3I2 0 . . .
...
...
. . .
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ S.
Indeed, let (xn)∞n=1 be chosen as above, and let X denote the corresponding operator. Set
x =∑∞n=1 xne2n−1 ∈ H . Since S is transitive, there exists M = MP1 ∈ S so that Me1 = x. Let
Ln = PnMP1. Since each Ln is a multiple of a unitary matrix, by considering the first column
of M , we see that Ln =
[
xn 0
0 xnλn
]
for some λn ∈ T, n 1. Now J ∈ S (see the discussion after
Theorem 9) and so J ∗M = P1(J ∗M)P1 ∈ S . Furthermore, the compression of J ∗M to P1H
looks like [∑∞
n=1(rnxn) 0
0
∑∞
n=1(rnxnλn)
]
.
Since rn, xn > 0 for all n  1, and since the compression of J ∗M too must be a multiple of a
unitary, we must have
∞∑
n=1
(rnxn) =
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
n=1
(rnxnλn)
∣∣∣∣∣.
By the equality case of the triangle inequality this is impossible unless λi = λj for all i, j  1.
Now
[
x1 0
0 x1λ1
] ∈ P1SP1|P1H , [ x1 00 x1 ] ∈ H ⊆ P1SP1|P1H , so [ 1 00 λ−1 ] = [ 1 00 λ ] ⊆ P1SP1|P1H .
Choose Z = P1ZP1 ∈ S so that Z|P1H =
[ 1 0
0 λ−1
]
. Then MZ = X ∈ S.
Step Two. Consider the set D of vectors of the form z =∑∞n=1(αne2n−1 + βne2n), where
(i) {α1αn, β1βn} is linearly independent over R,
(ii) ∑∞n=1(|αn|2 + |βn|2) < ∞.
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By transitivity of S , we can find an operator B = BP1 ∈ S so that Be1 = z. Letting Bn =
PnBP1|P1H , we may write Bn =
[
αn −βnλn
βn αnλn
]
, where |λn| = 1 for all n 1.
We claim that λn = λ1 for all n 1.
Indeed, by Step One, for each n 2,
Qn =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
I2 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
...
...
...
...
...
... . . .
0 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
I2 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
...
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
P1H
P2H
...
Pn−1H
PnH
Pn+1H
...
∈ SP1,
and so Q∗nB = B1 + Bn =
[
α1+αn −β1λ1−βnλn
β1+βn α1λ1+αnλn
]
is a multiple of a unitary. This implies that for
each n 2,
|α1 + αn| = |α1λ1 + αnλn| and
|β1 + βn| = |β1λ1 + βnλn|.
Set γn = λ1λn, n 2. Squaring these two equations and cancelling common terms yields
α1αn(1 − γn) = −α1αn(1 − γn) and
βnβn(1 − γn) = −βnβn(1 − γn).
Equivalently {
α1αn(1 − γn) ∈ iR,
β1βn(1 − γn) ∈ iR.
If γn = 1, then {α1αn, β1βn} is linearly dependent over R, a contradiction.
Hence λn = λ1, n  1. Now B1 =
[
α1 −β1
β1 α1
][ 1 0
0 λ1
]
. Since the first term is invertible, W =
P1WP1 ∈ S , where W |P1H =
[ 1 0
0 λ1
]
. Finally, with Kn = Bn
[ 1 0
0 λ1
]
, we see that K := BW ∈
SP1 ⊆ S is precisely of the form announced at the beginning of the proof. 
Let AH be the closed, real algebra generated by SH. Since H is a closed real algebra, the
block-entries (with respect to our usual decomposition) of every element of AH lie in H.
Since AH contains every operator [Ti,j ] with finitely many non-zero Ti,j each of which is an
element of H, it follows that AH also contains every compact operator [Ti,j ] with Ti,j ∈ H.
Let CAH be the semigroup of all complex multiples of the elements of AH (of course CAH
need not be an algebra over C).
Theorem 17. Up to unitary equivalence CAH is the unique maximal transitive C∗-semigroup of
compact operators for which the minimal rank of non-zero members is two.
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Suppose that S is a maximal C∗-semigroup of compacts in which the minimal non-zero rank
is 2. By Theorem 16 we may assume that SH ⊆ S .
Let T = [Ti,j ] be an element of S which is not in CAH. By Theorem 9 each Ti,j is a multiple
of a unitary in M2(C). As we have mentioned previously UH = SU2(C), and consequently TH =
RUH = RU2(C). In particular Ti,j ∈ TH for all i, j . If there is an α ∈ T such that Ti,j ∈ αH
for all i, j , then T ∈ TAH (by the observations immediately preceding this theorem) contrary
to our assumption. Hence we must assume that no such α exists. Passing to T ∗ if necessary we
may therefore assume that there is some p such that Tp,q = λ1H1 and Tp,q+k = λ2H2 for some
q, k > 0, H1,H2 ∈ H\{0}, and some λ1, λ2 ∈ T which are linearly independent over R.
Now, Z1,p(I ) lies in S (see notation of Theorem 9). Let R = Z1,p(I )T . Then R = P1R =
[Ri,j ] ∈ S and R1,q = λ1H1 and R1,q+k = λ2H2.
Since SH ⊂ S we can choose M = MP1 = [Mi,j ] in S with Mq,1 = 1‖H1‖2 H
∗
1 and
Mq+k,1 = I .
Then (RM)1,1 = λ1I2 + λ2H2 must be a multiple of a unitary matrix. Therefore λ1RM =
I1 + λ1λ2H2 is also a multiple of a unitary. Yet
I1 + λ1λ2H2 =
[
1 +μx −μy
μy 1 +μx
]
,
where μ = λ1λ2. Since the columns of a unitary are orthogonal and μ /∈ R, an easy calculation
shows that y = 0.
Similarly, we can show that the (2,1)-entry of H1 must be zero, so that H1 and H2 are diagonal
(non-zero) quaternions [ x1 00 x1 ] and [ x2 00 x2 ], respectively.
For any pair K1,K2 of elements of H there exists N = [Ni,j ] ∈ SH such that Nq,1 = K1 and
Nq+k,1 = K2. Then (RN)1,1 = λ1H1K1 + λ2H2K2 must be a multiple of a unitary, and so the
same is true for H1K1 + μH2K2. Hence H1K1 + μH2K2 is a multiple of a unitary for every
K1,K2 ∈ H.
Consider K1 = I and K2 =
[ 1 −1
1 1
]
. Then
H1K1 +μH2K2 =
[
x1 +μx2 −μx2
μx2 x1 +μx2
]
.
The columns of this matrix must be orthogonal, and that (via an easy calculation) leads to μ ∈ R,
which is a contradiction.
Hence S ⊆ CAH, and by maximality, the two are equal. 
As we have mentioned already, the proof of Lemma 4 of [3] shows that a non-trivial semigroup
ideal is (topologically) transitive exactly when the semigroup itself is (topologically) transitive.
When a C∗-semigroup S contains a non-zero compact operator (and therefore some operators of
rank one or two by Theorem 12), the set of compact operators KS in S is a C∗-semigroup that
is a semigroup ideal in S . Therefore S is transitive if and only if KS is transitive, so that it is
rewarding to study transitive C∗-semigroups consisting entirely of compact operators.
In such a case, Theorems 12, 13, 16 and 17 (including its proof) can be combined to yield the
following result.
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compact operators, then either S contains the set R1 of all operators of rank zero or one, or the
minimal rank of non-zero members of S is two and up to simultaneous unitary equivalence
SH ⊆ S ⊆ CAH.
3. Counterexamples in transitive semigroups
In this section we consider the conditions on our semigroup in Theorem 6 and construct ex-
amples of semigroups which satisfy all but one of the conditions and are topologically transitive
but not transitive. In this way we show that the hypotheses of the theorem cannot be weakened if
we wish to obtain transitivity.
The conditions on a semigroup S in Theorem 6 are:
• S is closed,
• S is self-adjoint,
• S contains a non-zero compact operator,
• S is homogeneous.
The example in the case where S is not closed is easily constructed.
In the following example Q[i] denotes all complex numbers whose real and imaginary parts
are rational numbers.
Example 19 (S not closed). The semigroup
S = {rA ∈ K(
2(N)): A = [aij ]∞i,j=1, ai,j ∈ Q[i], r ∈ R+}
is clearly homogeneous, self-adjoint and contains non-zero compact operators but is not closed.
Also, it is easy to see that S is topologically transitive but not transitive, since the entries of
elements of S are linearly dependent over Q.
The first difficult case to consider is where our semigroup does not contain any compacts.
In the case of C∗-algebras, the Kadison Transitivity Theorem shows that topological transitivity
still implies transitivity. This is not true for C∗-semigroups, as we shall now see.
Notation. Given an k × k matrix A, A(∞) shall denote the inflation of A. This shall be
an operator acting on 
2(N), defined as follows. Let {δi}∞i=1 denote the standard basis for

2(N), and for n = 0,1,2, . . . , let Hn be the n-dimensional subspace of 
2(N) spanned by
{δnk+1, δnk+2, . . . δ(n+1)k}. Then 
2(N) =⊕∞n=0 Hn and each Hn can be identified with Ck in
the obvious way. With respect to this decomposition, A(∞) =⊕∞n=0 A.
Example 20 (S does not contain non-zero compact operators). For each m = 1,2, . . . , let
Sm =
{[
A 0
0 nA
](∞)
: A ∈ M2m(C), n ∈ N, n 2m
}
.
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then Sm1Sm2 ⊆ Sm2 and Sm2Sm1 ⊆ Sm2 so S =
⋃∞
m=1 Sm is also a self-adjoint, homogeneous
semigroup. This semigroup is closed since if {Sj }∞j=1 is a convergent sequence of operators in S ,
then we must have that either {Sj }∞j=1 converges to 0, which is in S , or there exists M such that
Sj ∈ SM for all j = 1,2, . . . . Since SM is closed, the limit of the sequence {Sj }∞j=1 is in S and
hence S is closed.
S is topologically transitive since it is weakly dense in B(
2(N)), but it is not transitive since
Se1 consists of all vectors in 
2(N) which have finitely many nonzero entries.
This does not contradict Theorem 6 since S contains no compact operators.
What about the self-adjointness condition? Can it be dropped and the results of Theorem 6
maintained? Clearly the condition required can be relaxed to requiring only that S be similar to
a self-adjoint set, as this is equivalent to a renorming of the Hilbert space. If the self-adjointness
condition is relaxed much beyond this, transitivity can be lost, as the following example shows.
Example 21 (S not self-adjoint). Let SH be as in Example 7, which acts on 
2(N) and let
D =
∞⊕
n=1
[
1 0
0 1
n
]
act on the same space. Consider
S = {X ∈ B(
2(N)): XD = DS for some S ∈ SH}.
It is immediate that S is homogeneous and consists of compact operators (in fact all non-zero
operators in S have rank 2). It is also not hard to show directly that S is not self-adjoint, but
this will follow from Theorem 6 and what follows. We claim that S is closed and topologically
transitive, but not transitive.
S is closed. Suppose {Xn}∞n=1 is a sequence of operators in S which converges to an operator X.
Then {XnD}∞n=1 converges to XD, and there exist {Sn}∞n=1 a sequence of operators in SH such
that XnD = DSn for all n 1. Thus {DSn}∞n=1 converges to XD. However, elements of SH have
a very special structure: the (2n − 1)th row determines the (2n)th row, and the correspondence
is given by an isometric function, namely
f (x1, x2, x3, x4, . . .) = (−x2, x1,−x4, x3, . . .).
If we let Podd denote the projection in B(
2(C)) onto the span of {e2n+1}∞n=0, then PoddDSn =
PoddSn and so {PoddSn}∞n=1 converges. But the row correspondence mentioned above implies that{Sn}∞n=1 converges to an operator S in SH. Hence {DSn}∞n=1 converges to DS. From above it also
converges to XD. Hence XD = DS, so that X ∈ S and S is closed.
S is not transitive. It is easy to see that S is not transitive, as the intertwining equation which
defines S implies that the range of D is invariant for S . Thus, no vector x in Ran(D) could be
mapped to a vector y not in Ran(D) by an operator in S .
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of {e1, e2, . . . , e2n}. The structure of SH is such that if S is in SH, so is its “upper-left corners”
P2nSP2n. Since each P2n commutes with D, the intertwining equation that defines S gives that
if X is in S , then so is its “upper-left corners” P2nXP2n. Considering the subsemigroup of S
consisting of these “upper-left corners,” it is straightforward to show that any non-zero vector
x can be mapped to any vector y with finitely many non-zero entries by some such “upper-left
corner” in S , so S is topologically transitive.
It is interesting to note that while S is not transitive, S∗ is transitive.
What about the homogeneity condition?
Example 22 (S not homogeneous, finite dimensions). For n ∈ N, let
Q= {Q ∈ Mn(Q[i]): deg(Q) ∣∣det(Q)∣∣}
where
deg(Q) = min{r ∈ N: rQ ∈ Mn(Z[i])}.
This is a generalization of an example from [3], where the above example is constructed in
the two-dimensional real case.
Following the analysis in [3], it can be shown that Q is a discrete (and therefore closed),
self-adjoint semigroup in Mn(C) which is topologically transitive but not transitive.
From this we see that the homogeneity condition is required when our Hilbert space is finite-
dimensional. It is not clear whether it is required when the Hilbert space is infinite-dimensional.
As shown in [3], the full force of homogeneity is not required in finite-dimensions to force transi-
tivity. Merely the existence of a single contraction in a closed topologically transitive semigroup
can sometimes be enough. In infinite dimensions, any compact operator acts like a contraction
on “most” of its domain, and so it seems a very difficult problem to show that the homogeneity
condition is required in this case.
We give one alternate example in the non-compact case in infinite dimensions.
Example 23 (S not homogenous, S contains no nonzero compacts). For n = 1,2, . . . , define the
following on 
2(N):
Sn =
{ ∞⊕
j=0
Xj : Xj ∈ M2n(C)
}
where X0 is an arbitrary invertible matrix in M2n(C), and each Xj is chosen to be either X0 or
(X∗0)−1 according to the following rule: after the first 2k Xj are chosen, the next 2k are chosen
as the adjoint of the inverse of the first 2k . (This should look familiar to those acquainted with
Thue sequences.)
Then let S denote the norm closure of ⋃∞n=1 Sn.
The construction gives that Sn ⊂ Sm when n < m, and each Sn is a semigroup, so S is a
semigroup. It is clear that S is closed, topologically transitive and self-adjoint.
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cannot be transitive since if there exists S ∈ S which mapped e1 to 0, S would be the limit of Sn
in
⋃∞
n=1 Sn with ‖Se1‖ approaching 0. From above we get that this implies that ‖Sn‖ approaches∞, a contradiction.
Unfortunately this example contains no compacts except for the zero operator.
So we are still left with the following:
Open Question 24. If S is a closed, self-adjoint semigroup of compact operators which is topo-
logically transitive on a separable, infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H , is S transitive?
Remark 1. While the results in this paper are stated for a C∗-semigroup acting on a separable
Hilbert space, analogous results are true on non-separable spaces. In particular, Theorems 5 and 6
hold, with the only modification being that the maximal family of orthogonal projections in S is
no longer countable, but indexed by some set of higher cardinality.
In closing, it should be noted that the Kadison Transitivity Theorem for C∗-algebras actu-
ally gives n-transitivity for all n ∈ N. In its strongest form, it states that if A is a topologically
transitive C∗-algebra acting on a Hilbert space H , then given  > 0, any finite-dimensional
subspace M of H and an operator F acting on M , there exists A ∈ A such that A|M = F
and ‖A‖  ‖F‖ + . There is no possibility of extending the conclusion of Kadison Transi-
tivity Theorem to C∗-semigroups to give n-transitivity, as is demonstrated by the C∗-semigroup
R1 = {S ∈ B(H): rank(S) 1}. However, as easily seen from the proof of Theorem 6, the con-
clusion could be strengthened to give an operator S ∈ S such that Sx = y and ‖S‖ ‖y‖‖x‖ .
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